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SMART-FUR - bordered microfiber mop with backing for 
velcro system and colour-coded tags

REF. NOTES  NET WEIGHT
(kg)

PCK VOLUME
(m³)

GROSS WEIGHT
(kg)

SIZE (cm)
    

00PN0403H00  0,08 25 0,019 2,34 40

00PN0403H00E  0,076 25 0,019 2,24 40

00PN0603H00  0,112 20 0,015 2,43 60

00PN0603H00E  0,108 20 0,015 2,35 60

Ideal for all smooth surfaces with a low-medium dirt level - The shock-absorbing border guarantees a better protection for and against basebo-
ards and walls 

APPLICATIONS
Ideal for dry dusting, spray cleaning and waxing.
To use with all mop holders with strips for velcro system

FEATURES
• The microfiber is a synthetic fiber which penetrates deeply into the grooves and pores of floors, captures and removes dust without scratching and 

retains dirt until its release in the washing machine
• The cleaning action and the long life cycle of microfiber guarantee optimal savings keeping high cleaning standards
• The uniform absorption ensures a big floor covering of the mop, a  fast floor drying, reducing water stains
• High electrostatic power
• The shock-absorbing border guarantees a better protection for baseboards and walls
• Made in Italy with solar energy
• Latex-free product

MATERIAL
Microfiber: 100% polyester
Backing for velcro system: polyester
White mop - microfiber: decitex = 0,75
Grey mop - microfiber: decitex = 0,58

ABSORBENCY
A dry mop absorbs up to twice its own weight

LIFE CYCLE
Over 400 laundry cycles, if all washing instructions and warnings are fulfilled.
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WARNINGS
Follow carefully the washing instructions and warnings on the detergent packaging (temperature and dosing) before washing
Pre-wash cycle in cold water to remove any residue of the used product
Do not use softener
Do not use chlorine or bleach
Use alkaline detergents with Ph < 11
We suggest to use the specific net bags for the mop washing

WASHING INSTRUCTIONS
SUGGESTED washing temperature: max 55/60° C with normal detergents for textiles (always follow the chemical manufacturer's information)
Washing temperature: max 90°C (+/- 5°C) ONLY WITH WATER
Normal rinse cycle
Normal tumble dry
Mechanical drying at low temperature

RELATED PRODUCTS

Mop holder with strips 2,5 cm for velcro system 
and with Lock System joint Mop holder with strips 2,5 cm for velcro system

Tool for 2.5 cm wide Velcro system profile mops 
with ErgoSwing joint Aluminium frame with Velcro system strips

Aluminum mop holder with strips for velcro system 
and Lock System joint

Aluminum mop holder with strips for velcro system, 
with ErgoSwing joint

UNILAV SIDE GRIP - flat mop with 650ml bottle 
and holder with Velcro strips

PRODUCT VERSIONS

SMART-FUR - microfiber mop with backing for 
velcro system and colour-coded tags
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